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Standarder får världen att fungera
SIS (Swedish Standards Institute) är en fristående ideell förening med medlemmar från både privat och offentlig
sektor. Vi är en del av det europeiska och globala nätverk som utarbetar internationella standarder. Standarder är
dokumenterad kunskap utvecklad av framstående aktörer inom industri, näringsliv och samhälle och befrämjar
handel över gränser, bidrar till att processer och produkter blir säkrare samt effektiviserar din verksamhet.
Delta och påverka
Som medlem i SIS har du möjlighet att påverka framtida standarder inom ditt område
på nationell, europeisk och global nivå. Du får samtidigt tillgång till tidig information om
utvecklingen inom din bransch.
Ta del av det färdiga arbetet
Vi erbjuder våra kunder allt som rör standarder och deras tillämpning. Hos oss kan du köpa
alla publikationer du behöver – allt från enskilda standarder, tekniska rapporter och standardpaket till handböcker och onlinetjänster. Genom vår webbtjänst e-nav får du tillgång till
ett lättnavigerat bibliotek där alla standarder som är aktuella för ditt företag finns tillgängliga.
Standarder och handböcker är källor till kunskap. Vi säljer dem.
Utveckla din kompetens och lyckas bättre i ditt arbete
Hos SIS kan du gå öppna eller företagsinterna utbildningar kring innehåll och tillämpning
av standarder. Genom vår närhet till den internationella utvecklingen och ISO får du rätt
kunskap i rätt tid, direkt från källan. Med vår kunskap om standarders möjligheter hjälper
vi våra kunder att skapa verklig nytta och lönsamhet i sina verksamheter.
Vill du veta mer om SIS eller hur standarder kan effektivisera din verksamhet är
du välkommen in på www.sis.se eller ta kontakt med oss på tel 08-555 523 00.

Standards make the world go round
SIS (Swedish Standards Institute) is an independent non-profit organisation with members from both the private
and public sectors. We are part of the European and global network that draws up international standards. Standards
consist of documented knowledge developed by prominent actors within the industry, business world and society.
They promote cross-border trade, they help to make processes and products safer and they streamline your
organisation.
Take part and have influence
As a member of SIS you will have the possibility to participate in standardization activities
on national, European and global level. The membership in SIS will give you the opportunity
to influence future standards and gain access to early stage information about developments
within your field.
Get to know the finished work
We offer our customers everything in connection with standards and their application. You
can purchase all the publications you need from us - everything from individual standards,
technical reports and standard packages through to manuals and online services. Our web
service e-nav gives you access to an easy-to-navigate library where all standards that are
relevant to your company are available. Standards and manuals are sources of knowledge.
We sell them.
Increase understanding and improve perception
With SIS you can undergo either shared or in-house training in the content and application
of standards. Thanks to our proximity to international development and ISO you receive
the right knowledge at the right time, direct from the source. With our knowledge about the
potential of standards, we assist our customers in creating tangible benefit and profitability
in their organisations.
If you want to know more about SIS, or how standards can streamline your
organisation, please visit www.sis.se or contact us on phone +46 (0)8-555 523 00
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Den internationella standarden ISO 12647-8:2012 gäller som svensk standard. Detta dokument innehåller
den officiella engelska versionen av ISO 12647-8:2012.

The International Standard ISO 12647-8:2012 has the status of a Swedish Standard. This document
contains the official version of ISO 12647-8:2012.
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Foreword
ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide federation of national standards bodies
(ISO member bodies). The work of preparing International Standards is normally carried out through ISO
technical committees. Each member body interested in a subject for which a technical committee has been
established has the right to be represented on that committee. International organizations, governmental and
non-governmental, in liaison with ISO, also take part in the work. ISO collaborates closely with the
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) on all matters of electrotechnical standardization.
International Standards are drafted in accordance with the rules given in the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2.
The main task of technical committees is to prepare International Standards. Draft International Standards
adopted by the technical committees are circulated to the member bodies for voting. Publication as an
International Standard requires approval by at least 75 % of the member bodies casting a vote.
Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this document may be the subject of patent
rights. ISO shall not be held responsible for identifying any or all such patent rights.
ISO 12647-8 was prepared by Technical Committee ISO/TC 130, Graphic technology.
ISO 12647 consists of the following parts, under the general title Graphic technology — Process control for
the production of half-tone colour separations, proof and production prints:
 Part 1: Parameters and measurement methods
 Part 2: Offset lithographic processes
 Part 3: Coldset offset lithography on newsprint
 Part 4: Publication gravure printing
 Part 5: Screen printing
 Part 6: Flexographic printing
 Part 7: Proofing processes working directly from digital data
 Part 8: Validation print processes working directly from digital data

iv
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Introduction
This part of ISO 12647 specifies the properties, and associated test methods, required for digital prints and
printing processes to meet the criteria established for “validation prints”.
In most printing workflows, there is a requirement for a visual representation of the expected appearance of
the document being printed that can be used as part of the agreement between the customer and printer.
Where this visual representation is produced such that its characteristics (colour fidelity, tone reproduction,
registration, size, etc.) simulate those of the expected printing within tight tolerances, it is usually referred to as
a “contract proof”. As the name implies, contract proofs are used as part of the contractual relationship
between customer and printer and are used as a visual aim for the press operator during printing as well as
the absolute reference against which the finished production is compared. Not unexpectedly, systems that can
produce contract proofs are usually expensive and require careful operation and maintenance. ISO 12647-7
specifies the requirements for contract proofs and systems used to produce contract proofs directly from
digital data.
Recently, other visualizations of the final printed product have found a place in the printing/proofing workflow
because designers and print buyers prefer not go to the expense of using an ISO 12647-7 compliant contract
proof any earlier in the process than necessary. In many situations, participants in the work flow require a
hardcopy visual reference of lesser quality than a contract proof. In the past, those prints varied widely in
quality and were often referred to as design proofs, concept proofs, layout prints, etc. That quality level is here
being referred to as a “validation print”.
Because data are exchanged electronically and visualizations of those data are produced at multiple sites,
there is a requirement for defined requirements for validation prints to allow a degree of consistency
throughout the workflow. One of the goals of having less stringent requirements, particularly on colour fidelity,
is to allow the production of validation prints on less elaborate and less costly devices than are required for
contract proofs. The requirements for validation prints and the systems used to produce validation prints are
documented in this part of ISO 12647.
Validation prints are not intended to replace “contract proofs” for predicting colour on production printing
devices. It is expected that the modifications of the requirements for validation prints, along with the
requirements for contract proofs, will continue in the future as industry requirements and imaging technologies
develop.
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Graphic technology — Process control for the production of
half-tone colour separations, proof and production prints —
Part 8:
Validation print processes working directly from digital data
IMPORTANT — The electronic file of this document contains colours which are considered to be
useful for the correct understanding of the document. Users should therefore consider printing this
document using a colour printer.

1

Scope

This part of ISO 12647 specifies requirements that can be used for determining the conformance of systems
that produce a hard-copy validation print, directly from digital data, which is intended to simulate the expected
appearance of material printed in accordance with a characterized printing condition.
It is not intended for use in determining the conformance of production printing systems (digital or
conventional) since many aspects of production printing are not covered in this part of ISO 12647.

2

Normative references

The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document. For dated
references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the reference document
(including any amendments) applies.
ISO 3664:2009, Graphic technology and photography — Viewing conditions
ISO 8254-1, Paper and board — Measurement of specular gloss — Par 1: 75 degree gloss with a converging
beam, TAPPI method
ISO 12639, Graphic technology — Prepress digital data exchange — Tag image file format for image
technology (TIFF/IT)
ISO 12040, Graphic technology — Prints and printing inks — Assessment of light fastness using filtered
xenon arc light
ISO 12640-1:1997, Graphic technology — Prepress digital data exchange — Part 1: CMYK standard colour
image data (CMYK/SCID)
ISO 12642-2, Graphic technology — Input data for characterization of 4-colour process printing — Part 2:
Expanded data set
ISO 12647-1, Graphic technology — Process control for the production of half-tone colour separations, proof
and production prints — Part 1: Parameters and measurement methods
ISO 13655:2009, Graphic technology — Spectral measurement and colorimetric computation of graphic arts
images
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3

Terms and definitions

For the purposes of this document, the terms and definitions given in ISO 12647-1 and the following apply.
3.1
validation print substrate
printing substrate used for validation print processes
NOTE
A validation print substrate is usually characterized by its light fastness or permanence properties, with only
essential requirements dictated by the printing process.

3.2
ICC
International Color Consortium
3.3
print stabilization period
time after which the colour does not change anymore
NOTE

It is necessary that this property of the validation print system be specified by the manufacturer.

3.4
digital contract proof
digital print of high colour accuracy, useable as reliable visual colour reference for printing, and as a part of a
commercial agreement as defined in ISO 12647-7
3.5
validation print
print produced directly from digital data early in the production chain meeting the requirements of this part of
ISO 12647 representative of the concept for the final product
NOTE

A validation print can have reduced accuracy compared to contract proof.

3.6
production print substrate
intended substrate to be used for production printing
3.7
PDF/X
title of a series of ISO standards regarding the use of the Portable Document Format (PDF) for the
dissemination of digital data intended for print reproduction
3.8
TIFF/IT
Tagged Image File Format for Image Technology
format for exchanging raster-based data in accordance with ISO 12639

4
4.1

Requirements
Data requirements for validation print systems

Validation print systems shall accept digital data delivered as PDF/X data files in accordance with ISO 15930
(all parts) or TIFF/IT files in accordance with ISO 12639. Where the digital data is delivered as PDF/X data
files, the intended printing condition being simulated shall be that defined in the OutputIntents array of the
PDF/X file. Where a profile is required for data conversion, the profile that is the value of the DestOutputProfile
key in the PDF/X file shall be used. Where TIFF/IT files are used, colour information shall be included using
tag 34675 or tag 34029.

2
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4.2
4.2.1

Validation print
Validation print substrate colour and gloss

The choice of the substrate used for the creation of a validation print is based on a combination of the user's
knowledge of the intended production printing substrate and the capabilities of the equipment used to create
the validation print. In cases where the production print substrate is not used for the validation print or is
unknown, then the substrate used for the validation print shall be white on both the front and the back and
shall not have any print on the back that influences the resulting measurements.
In applications where the substrate that will be used for the production print is known and the equipment used
to create the validation print is compatible with that substrate, the unmarked production print substrate shall be
used to create the validation print.
In applications where the substrate used for the production print is known, but is not compatible with the
equipment being used to create the validation print, a substrate shall be selected whose colour, measured in
accordance with ISO 13655:2009 M0 with white backing, simulates the unprinted substrate within a
CIELAB 1976 colour difference of 3.0 computed in accordance with ISO 13655. This simulation should be
determined using ISO 13655:2009 M1 with white backing, when available. This simulation of substrate colour
may be accomplished using uniform coloration of the unprinted area during creation of the validation print. In
addition, the gloss of the validation print substrate should be that of the production print substrate within
15 gloss units as measured according to 5.6. The validation print and production print substrates should
ideally have similar levels of OBA (optical brightening agents) present and exhibit the same amount of
fluorescence under an M1 illumination source.
NOTE 1
This does not imply that under other measurement conditions the simulation will be the same. The paper
industry provides methods that do not conform to ISO 13655 M0 or M1 for estimating the similarity of OBA levels but not
image colour between production print and validation print.

This part of ISO 12647 addresses situations that can occur very early in the creative process where the
intended printing production substrate is not known. In such situations, a substrate shall be selected whose
colour simulates the production substrate colour, as obtained from the characterization data set being used to
create the validation print. The tolerance on the simulation shall be a CIELAB colour difference of 3 units. The
measurement conditions targeted shall be those specified for the characterization data set being used. This
simulation of substrate colour may be accomplished using uniform coloration of the unprinted area during
creation of the validation print. In such a case, the unprinted areas of the substrate shall be removed in order
to assure adaptation to the correct white point. The gloss of the substrate shall be selected to simulate the
general type of printing expected based on the reference values of Table 1.
NOTE 2
In cases where the colour of the substrate being used to create the validation print differs from the substrate
colour in the characterization data set by more than a CIELAB colour difference of 3 and uniform coloration of the
unprinted area during creation of the validation print is not possible, the characterization data set can be adjusted to
simulate the substrate colour using the tristimulus correction technique detailed in ISO 13655. It is recommended that all
parties agree to any such change.
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